
 

 

 

the 3rd Special Neurochemistry Conference-the 8th International Meeting for 

Brain Energy Metabolism

 

Dear Colleague， 

    

    You are cordially invited to attend the 3rd Special Neurochemistry Conference-the 8th International Meeting for 

Brain Energy Metabolism sponsored by the International Society for Neurochemistry (ISN)， to be held in Beijing，

China on June 27th to July 1st， 2008. 

    

    The conference aims to offer an opportunity to neuroscientists working in the fields of brain energy metabolism 

related to neuro-degenerative diseases and neuro-regeneration. The program committee has planned a wonderful 

program. It comprises of twelve sessions ranging from the role of glycogen， ammonia metabolism and toxicity， 

mitochondria function and dysfunction， neuro-degeneration， neuro-regeneration， etc. Various other relevant 

mechanisms are also under discussion (details available at: http://www.isnbeijing2008.org. Click “SCIENTIFIC 

PROGRAM”). We are now calling abstracts for poster presentation in the conference. 

    

    We are delighted to welcome you to Beijing， the capital of China in June， 2008.The conference will be held in 

Fragrant Hill Hotel designed by the world famous architect， I.M. Pei， and a visit to Great Wall will also be 

scheduled.

    

    We are planning an exciting conference that is not to be missed. The ISN Special Neurochemistry Conference 

limits to 400 participants. We urge you to register as early as possible， so you will have plenty of time to 

prepare a wonderful trip to China.

    

    Please visit the conference website or see the attachment for more detailed and update 

information:http://www.isnbeijing2008.org. We look forward to seeing you in Beijing!

    

    Also， We courteously request you to pass this e-mail on to your colleagues. Your assistance is highly 

appreciated.

    

    

    >From the Conference President

    Albert C.H. Yu， Ph.D. 

    Vice-director and Professor

    Neuroscience Research Institute

    Peking University

    38 Xue Yuan Road

    Beijing 100083， China 

    Email: achy@hsc.pku.edu.cn

    or secretariat@isnbeijing2008.org

    Visit the conference website http://www.isnbeijing2008.org to download the

    original poster.

    To request a printed version， contact us at secretariat@isnbeijing2008.org 



    

    Best regards， 

    

    ISN Beijing 2008 Secretariat

    Tel: (852) 2111 2123

    Fax: (852) 2111 9762

    Email: secretariat@isnbeijing2008.org

    URL: http://www.isnbeijing2008.org

 


